
 
 
 

Senior Drupal Developer 
    

 
Organizational Overview 
       
Founded 25 years ago, Peace First is a global youth movement, unleashing young people’s 
compassionate creativity to counter the rising culture of exclusion, violence, and disconnection 
that affects us all.  Across the globe there is a frightening rise in extremism, isolation, and 
despair.  We have lost our basic capacity to come together to solve problems, to view other 
people’s needs as our own, and to cross lines of difference to build community. Meanwhile, 
there are 1.6 billion young people across the globe, many with ideas on how to solve the 
world’s most entrenched problems, but only a very few have access to tools, mentors, and 
capital to turn their insights into reality.  Peace First is changing this.  
 
Although 25 years old, we are essentially a start-up social venture, moving from a school-based 
curriculum to a direct-to-youth digital platform for social change. Peace First invites young 
people (13 – 24) to identify a critical issue in their community and then puts project design 
tools, caring adult mentors, and small start-up grants into their hands to imagine and 
implement compassionate solutions to our globe’s most urgent problems.  From thousands of 
initial projects we choose top innovations for support, amplification, and further investment, 
creating the world’s largest marketplace of youth-led, youth-created social change initiatives.  
Not only will millions of young people develop the skills and commitment for social change, but 
we will source and amplify powerful solutions from those closest to the problem through a 
variety of earned and owned media.   
 
After a successful pilot last year, we have an ambitious growth strategy to reach millions of 
young people over the next five years.  Building the staff team is key to our success.  We seek 
individuals excited about leading an entrepreneurial, start-up environment where there is an 
immediate opportunity to have tangible impact on organizational direction and achievement; 
leaders who embody and celebrate the following: 
 

● Possession of a deep belief in the ability of young people to create change. 
● Ability to adapt and apply skills to new and changing scopes of work. 
● Comfort with risk, change, and an eagerness for more responsibility and exposure to 

new challenges. 
● Motivation to solve problems by taking initiative and trying new ways of doing things. 
● Enthusiasm for connecting others to our mission and providing them with powerful 

experiences. 
       
Position Overview  



      
The Senior Drupal Developer will lead the evolution of our online platform so that it is a 
powerful tool for supporting young people and their adult mentors on their peacemaking 
journeys. This is a role for someone who is excited to leverage their technical skills to help build 
a movement of these young peacemakers.  
 
Strong candidates will have the technical experience and skills to architect and implement 
solutions. They also will have the curiosity to seek out and understand what young people need 
and the ability to incorporate that learning into developing our online platform. We are looking 
for self-starters who are effective project managers and collaborative colleagues. 
 
This position initially will report to the Chief Program and Technology Officer. As we grow, we 
anticipate that this role will report to a Director of Program Operations.  
 
 
Responsibilities 
 

● Architect and implement both front- and back-end platform solutions 
● Collaborate with team members to create and maintain platform content for different 

campaigns and challenges 
● Train staff to create and update content for their areas of work  
● Work with young people and staff to identify platform priorities  
● Troubleshoot functionality problems  
● Architect and lead the migration of content from other web assets to our unified 

platform 
● Create views and other types of reports to support the operations of the program team  
● Ensure that the voice of young people is heard when identifying and implementing 

platform improvements 
 
 
Key Skills and Experience 
 
Strong candidates will be able to demonstrate that they can: 
 

● Develop and maintain modules and themes following Drupal API & Coding Standards 
● Use Drush, Git and other tools at an advanced level  
● Envision, architect and implement solutions to support social good programs  
● Be a supportive learning partner to colleagues 
● Understand and lead product iterations 
● Commit to supporting young people as they change the world for the better 

through peacemaking 
● Commit to contributing to an overall organizational culture that is inquisitive, youth-

centered, caring, and fun 
● Believe in and lead with Peace First’s core values of courage, compassion and 

collaboration 
 
Other desired skills/experiences include: 
 



● Work in a non-profit or education program 
● Website management platforms like Pantheon and Acquia  
● Use of wireframing software like Balsamiq or Sketch 
● Basic graphic design  

 
 
Compensation and Benefits  
 
Salary will be commensurate with experience. Peace First offers a competitive and 
comprehensive benefits package.  
 
 
Start Date / Location  
 
Immediately / strong preference for Boston, MA (open to considering remote candidates, but 
must be able to travel to Boston as frequently as once a month.) 
 
 
To Apply  
 
To be considered for this position, please send a resume and cover letter documenting your 
strong fit with the job requirements to talent@peacefirst.org. Attach files as Word or PDF 
documents and include “Senior Drupal Developer” in the subject line of your email.  
 
Peace First is an equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate on the basis of race, 
color, religious creed, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, genetic 
information, military service, age, ancestry, or disability. 
 
For more information, please go to www.peacefirst.org  


